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2013 – 2016

User Interface and Data 
Visualization for Mobile
iPad Analysis and Performance Display 
Applications 

While most sales performance/analysis applications have similar 
goals—let the reps know how they’re doing, give them the 
information they need to effectively increase their sales—the 
implementation may have to vary widely to properly address the 
rep’s needs, depending on their incentive plan type and the sort 
of selling they need to do.  Actually, it’s even more challenging 
when you have to create one standard template to address reps 
across multiple teams with different numbers of products, plan 
types, and ways of identifying and reaching sales opportunities!

The screens shown are a small sample of screens from different 
mobile applications for reps.  The challenge is to build a clean 
design while displaying all the information they need, but make 
it flexible enough to handle different rep types without having 
to do custom screen for each type.

In addition, I try to use my knowledge of the reps and the 
industry to help surface content to make the rep’s lives easier.  
Reps are notoriously independent and suspicious of “black-box” 
direction coming from HQ; I try to not only show the reps what 
they should be looking at, but show them why and give them 
the information to make their own decisions.  

“Just from my observations, someone like 
Shannon with 10 hours can change the entire 
app because she does not need that much time, 
versus other people who need a month...” 

—A ZS Principal

“Outstanding work, Shannon...Your contribution 
is making a significant difference to our mobility 
work.”

—A ZS Principal

“Great job from Shannon on both the sales 
excellence app and the MMS one.  Very good 
turnaround, focussing on what is important.”

—A ZS Principal
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2013 - 2016

User Interface and Data 
Visualization

Proposed design for improved sales rep quota 
designer

Calculating sales quotas for pharma sales reps is a complex 
process.   In order to produce fair and motivating quotas, 
the territories’ potential, trends and current sales must all be 
considered, to ensure equal effort results in equal rewards 
across all reps.  In order to determine if a proposed quota setting 
methodology is fair and motivating, the methodologies are 
backtested using previous data and the quota designers analyze 
the “what-if” results.  

While the backend can determine the “best” quota according 
to customizable weighting of parameters,  many analysts wish 
to do deeper analysis and take into account outside factors like 
client preferences, knowledge of the sales reps and previous 
quotas, as well as tweak settings and see how that affects the 
output.  The “Review quotas” screen shown is the dashboard for 
allowing this sort of complex analysis to be conducted.

2012



2013 – 2016

User Interface and Data 
Visualization for Mobile

iPad Sales Rep Scorecard and Reports

On this app, I did everything from initial research, writing 
requirements, wireframing, design, pitching to stakeholders 
and working with initial clients.  I credit the collaborative design 
iterations with stakeholders and our launch client to the very 
smooth launch process.

This was the first mobile app sold for ZS, and the only responsive 
application ever developed by them.  It was built with Bootstrap, 
though we ended up writing a fair bit of custom code because 
of the tight tolerances and extremely variable content. 
 
I have designs for the iPhone version of the  application but 
it has not been a business priority to build this yet. Currently, 
because of the responsive  design it does reflow to work in 
iPhone, but it should actually have a slightly different UX to 
make it the optimal experience for iPhone users.



2015

User Interface and Data 
Visualization Training

“Practical Dashboard Design” and “User Centered 
Training” presentations given to internal and 
external BI teams

I created the first version of this training after working with 
BI teams at ZS Associates.  I was the only UX person working 
with them and the demand for me to do expert reviews of the 
analysis apps was high, but I saw many of the same mistakes 
over and over: improperly placed controls, misused selectors, 
poor chart selection, not following mobile best practices, 
inconsistent styling, etc.  I created a “Microstrategy Best 
Practises”  for the teams so they would have guidelines to follow 
and would only need to call me in for the more challenging 
issues.

ZS Associates then sold to two major pharma companies a 
longer version of the training, encompassing user centered 
design as well as an expanded “Practical Dashboard Design” 
session.  In addition, I have done hands-on workshops with BI 
teams at these companies to walk them through the process of 
interviewing, generating user stories, and using those to sketch, 
produce and finally user test their analysis applications.  

Presentation titles (1 - 8 hours each)

Microstrategy Best Practises

User Centered Design

Practical Dashboard Design

Sketching and Initial Mockups

Improving Existing Dashboards: Creating User Stories from 
Interviews

Improving Existing Dashboards: Integrating Feedback from 
Multiple User Types

 Improving Existing Dashboards: Using User Scenarios

Progressive Disclosure 

User Testing



2012 – 2015

Wireframing and UX 
Collateral
The wireframes at the left are samples from a particularly 
complex product, that was essentially a tool for building plan 
processing systems for the most complex of incentive plans for 
large pharmaceutical companies.  This was a collaborative work 
with three designers using a shared Axure project and libraries, 
though the pages shown are primarily my work.

The taskflows are examples of collateral produced to help the 
team understand the processes for various situations and  where 
these processes might occur.

I created personas based on interviews with the subjects in 
India, shadowing and interviewing them to determine the major 
user types and their needs.

Other UX collateral I produced that is less exciting to have a 
screenshot of includes:

User tests of wireframes, mockups, and new products
Interviews of end users
Expert reviews of software 
Presentations of new features and products I worked on to 
familiarize the rest of the company with new functionality now 
available
Surveys of end users to determine priority of proposed new 
features
Information architecture diagrams
Design reviews

Upload parameters work�ow - happy path

Publish �le curves.txt 
with e�ective date 
July 1, 2014 for July 
reports*

Create plan with 
applies to of “BU= 
BioOnc”

Attainment block looks in curves 
data, pulls curves that have BU of 
BioOnc, generates curves with 
separate applies to for each product 
dimension

Edit uploaded parameter  points

Add row to curve with 
points 200, 200  

Database has new row in 
curves.txt for for 
dimensions BioOnc, 
Product Tarcreva, e�ective 
July 1

Edit parameter report date settings in sales comp

Edit report periods for 
BioOnc Curve so it is 
now July  to Oct

 in curves.txt for for 
dimensions BioOnc, 
Product Tarcreva, that curve 
is only e�ective July 1 - Oct 
31, instead of July on

Uploads in 
input manager

Manual UI edits 
in Sales Comp

Uploads in 
Sales Comp

There are multiple ways to change values, dimensions, and e�ective dates if parameters can be both uploaded and edited  in IM and SC

Assumptions:
If any of these are wrong, the work�ow will change
- Users will upload parameters in input manager
- Users will also want to upload parameters in Sales Comp
- Users will want to make manual edits in sales comp
- Due to client processes, certain �les are chronically incorrect and require adjustments 
that correct the �le each time; user would want to do this manually in Sales Comp

input manager sales comp JDRlegend:

Edit parameter applies to settings in sales comp

Edit applies to for 
BioOnc Curve so it is 
now  for Tarcreva AND 
Zelboraf

 in curves  �le the Zeboraf 
rows now have the same 
curve points as Tacreva had

Get alert that there is overlap for 
data in the same report period, 
change settings for previous 
Zelboraf �lter to remove con�ict

Upload curves �le with new product added to BioOnc in Input Manager

Publish new curves.txt 
with di�erent applies 
to structure for e� date 
July 1  on

Input manager curves block 
automatically generates new 
applies to for curves for report 
periods July - end of period

Upload �le with updated points and new e�ective date  in Input Manager

Publish new curves.txt 
with new curve point 
with e� date Aug 1 -on 

Input manager curves block 
automatically generates new 
applies to groupings for curves 
with valid on dates of Aug onward

Then:

Create curves block 
and tells it the input is 
“Curves”

Curves added to JDR

*I see two ways to handle uploading curves: 
1) the curves are properly dimensioned in the �le so that the applies to are automatically generated.  
pro: don’t need to set up applies to in curve block
pro: very visble about what you are changing when you edit the �le
pro: can change applies to just by uploading the �le
con: manual edit overrides make the dimensions you upload invisibly overrriden
2) you just name each curve and then reference it when you set up applies to
pro: you can change the applies to in input manager and keep the same name for a curve, making is less likely that an uploaded �le will be 
overriden
con: you have to manually set up and edit applies to in sales comp; cannot manage by upload 

200% 200%1

200% 200%

Tarcreva curve
Tarcreva curve
Tarcreva curve
Tarcreva curve2



2014 – 2016

Branding
ZS Associates’ brand was stale and dated, and the font and 
interactive element sizes were too small for mobile.  In addition, 
while each product looked similar, they were frequently 
inconsistent and all run off a different stylesheet, meaning any 
global changes to the look would have to be done separately for 
each product.  Plus, co-branding capabilities were limited to the 
degree that the only thing we could change for each’s client’s 
software was the logo on top. 

To address these issues, I ran an experience workshop with 
company stakeholders to draw out their ideas of what the new 
brand should be. I worked with marketing and the  branding 
company that had designed ZS’s new logo to create a new 
design that matches ZS’s new orange and teal brand colors, built 
in the modern style (a semi-flat style similar to Google’s Material 
design) and with elements sized appropriately to be mobile 
ready.  I worked with Marketing, Software and Product owners to 
get feedback and consensus on the new look.

Then, I worked with the front-end developers to plan how we 
could have a shared stylesheet package that applications could 
consume, so we would never have to do one-by-one product 
style changes again.  In addition, the stylesheet is built with 
variables that will allow us to easily swap out ZS’ brand colors 
for a client’s brand.  Later, we plan to build a UI for swapping the 
colors by the client, and predefined color templates.

We have created a set of Axure wireframing masters and Style 
Guide. I am a contributor and the primary reviewer to make 
sure the elements are in line with the new brand, as well as 
coordinating with developers to make sure we are consistent.

In addition, I created a set of Illustrator and Photoshop swatches 
with the brand colors, and an Illustrator library with chart and 
UI elements in the new brand styles and colors, to speed up 
mockup creation.

So far the new brand has been implemented on two 
applications and is planned to be implemented on the rest of 
the public-facing applications by 2017.

New Brand  in Software

New Brand in Apps

Illustrator Library for App Design

Software Style GuideExperience Workshop
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2007 – 2010 

User Interface Design and 
HTML/CSS implementation 

Spigit: Design and structure for an Innovation 
Software Product 

Spigit is the leading provider of collective idea management 
software. Using enterprise-grade social technology, Spigit’s 
software taps into the collective intelligence of an organization 
and transforms it into actionable, predictive information.

Essentially, Spigit provides a platform for people to post ideas, 
view all ideas, collaborate, comment and vote and review 
on ideas. In addition, there are built-in incentives, weighted 
user reputation calculation and support for wikis, document 
upload, prediction markets, idea markets, idea version control, 
configurable user groups and task management, as well 
as an admin interface that allows extremely wide-ranging 
customization of features.  The software was sold as an SAAS 
model allowing enterprises to create multiple communities with 
varying looks, member lists and functionality.

As one of the original 5-member team that started Spigit in 
2007, and the sole designer until 2009, I helped grow the 
company to 90 employees and in the creation of a product used 
by 20% of the Fortune 10 and 15% of the Fortune 500, such as 
Wal-Mart, Citi, Pfizer, Southwest, Coca-Cola, Cisco, IBM, Allstate, 
AAA, Lloyds TSB and AT&T, as well as NYC’s government and the 
X Prize foundation.

Finalist

InnovationSpigit

PredictionSpigit

WidgetSpigit

MobileSpigit

Spigit for SharePoint

(925) 297-2600                  info@spigit.com              http://www.spigit.com

Microsoft SharePoint is the leading collaboration 
platform in enterprises today, consistently ranked 
as the market leader. It is used as an internal 
employee-facing website, and as a knowledge 
management and collaboration application.

SharePoint team sites enable collaboration on 
projects, enabling multiple local environments 
across the enterprise. But they limit a company’s 

multiple sites.

Spigit for SharePoint provides a common location 

on ideas, across the enterprise.

Intuitive User Experience

provide feedback on others’ ideas, via Spigit’s Share-
Point web parts integration.

Analytics and Tracking

the movement of ideas. Analytics are also applied 
to peers’ feedback on employees’ contributions, 
assigning each a RepUrankTM. Users’ assessments 
of ideas are weighted by their RepUrank.

Track ideas from a portfolio perspective, with vis-
ibility by stage, category, location and community 
buzz.

Built for the Enterprise

based approvals and stage gate processes. Spigit, 
delivered via SaaS deployment, enables authentica-
tion via Active Directory and single sign-on.

Create the enterprise innova-• 
tion platform for employees 

-
rate on ideas

• 
and operational investments 
in your SharePoint platform

Identify the best ideas • 
through community interac-
tions, powerful analytics and 

Manage your innovation • 
portfolio with an enterprise-
wide view into ideas and 
activity

• 
platform allows organiza-
tions to easily represent their 
internal processes

Active Directory and single • 
sign-on provide a seamless 
user experience for employees

Spigit for Sharepoint: Employee-Driven Innovation

innovation evolved.

Shannon Burch
VP, Design

www.spigit.com

311 Ray Street
Pleasanton, CA 94566

phone: 773.750.2213
main: 925.297.2600
fax: 925.417.1002
shannon@spigit.com

Technology pace setters award



2007 – 2010 

User Interface Design and 
HTML/CSS implementation  

Spigit: Design and structure for an Innovation 
Software Product 

As VP of Design, I created the product structure and interface 
in HTML/CSS as well as new site designs on the same template, 
and worked with the corporate clients to produce a look and feel 
that matched with their branding and goals, either as an original 
design or working with an outside or internal company design 
team.    

These two pages of designs were done off the base CSS/HTML 
structure using CSS and image changes, as well as embedded 
editable areas to create the different looks.  

While these pages just show the homepage, the product 
itself had hundreds of subpages that were designed by me as 
well; some of the more interesting ones are shown in the User 
Interface section of this portfolio.  

In addition to the main product (EnterpriseSpigit), various 
subsidiary product have been designed, primarily by me, though 
I hired three additional designers after 2009:

Spigit for Sharepoint: a Sharepoint interface of the basics of 
the Innovation product

MobileSpigit:  IPhone app for the Spigit product available to 
members of an EnterpriseSpigit community.

ContestSpigit: lightweight version of the EnterpriseSpigit 
product

PredictionSpigit:  prediction market functionality used to 
take advantage of the wisdom of crowds

In addition, various market-targetted products were 
developed: SpigitU, GovSpigit, WeSpigit (small/medium 
business) and ConferenceSpigit.   

 



2007 – 2010 

HTML/CSS implementation

HTML/CSS structure used to brand sites per client 
guidelines

I built the original site flexibly enough to create a wide variety 
of looks to match the client’s specifications, and continued to 
mainatin that though iterations of the site code.  Design was 
typically provided as a Photoshop/Illustrator mockup and then 
applied to the Spigit product.

I worked closely with the client and their design team, if any, to 
set expectations as to what could be done within the product 
limitations, though, as you can see, the product would support 
quite different looks.  

In addition to design, I was also community manager and 
primary point of contact for Choice Hotels, Sanofi-Aventis and 
Pfizer until 2008, and Wal-Mart/Sam’s Club 2008 - 2010. 

AT&T has over 70,000 members in their innovation community. 
I worked closely with AT&T’s Innovation Leader to match their 
ambitious design plans, including designing new interfaces.  

With Wal-Mart Strategic Services, Strategy & Innovation, I 
designed and launched a dozen different sites for gathering 
ideas and input from associates.  A single idea from one 
campaign resulted in an $8 million savings. 

Pfizer has established multiple communities off the core product 
with the goal of $1 billion in new pharmaceutical revenue by 
2012.

Southwest uses Spigit as an internal idea platform as well as a 
public platform for a videoblogger contest connected to their 
blog.    

Administration       My Profile       FAQ       Help       Sign Out



2007 – 2010 

IBM used PredictionSpigit to aggregate the input of a selected 
group of knowledgeable members about its Smarter Cities 
initiative. 

Coke’s playful design was challenging but thanks to building 
very adaptable components from the start, quite achievable 
without touching any product code.

Cisco’s site was used to determine the winner of its I-prize, a 
$250,000 award.  

Citi also had a challenging look to implement—compare 
it to the looks in pages one and two of this portfolio!  Yet it 
was created using solely CSS and image changes and pre-set 
editable sections.  No changes were required to the core code.   

Selected other clients:



2007 – 2010 

User Interface 

Design and HTML/CSS for innovation SAAS 
product

I built several dozen interface screens for the product; these are 
some of the more interesting ones.

Admin start page: An initial page that gets the admin started by 
choosing a look and feel and particular landing page for their 
site, as well as quick links to the admin guide and community 
manager contact.

User profile: showing the user’s bio info, uploaded files, 
calculated reputation, spigit (virtual currency) count, privacy 
settings and links to the user’s recent activity and contacts’ 
recent activity.



2007 – 2010

User Interface 

Design and HTML/CSS for innovation SAAS 
product

Admin page: showing an initial startup menu to help new 
admins.  After the first few admin visits the start menu would be 
“zoomed up”--still accessible but out of the way of experienced 
admins.   

User homepage: a landing page showing an admin-editable 
text area, the user’s recent activity stream,polls, tags and 
announcements, and member avatars.



2007 – 2010 

User Interface 

Design and HTML/CSS for innovation SAAS 
(Software as a Service) product

Sample pages, continued from previous.

View all ideas page: A challenge to convey a large amount of 
information while allowing easy skimming and not getting 
overly cluttered. This page had several iterations as we tried for 
the best combination of usability and look.

Create “Post idea” page: This was the interface for creating a 
custom “post idea” form. Clients could edit existing forms or add 
their own form fields.

Email templates: The admin could customize dozens of emails, 
and we chose this combination of tabs and slide open/closed 
sections to make finding a particular email template easier. 



2007 – 2010 

User Interface 

Design and HTML/CSS for widget and iPhone 
interface

Widget: shown in a website pulled in via iframe, this was built in 
response to client requests for a lighter, smaller version of the 
product that could be embedded in their sites. The widget was 
built to resize to fit whatever container size it was placed in.

iPhone interface: generally based off the widget interface, this 
was also a lighter version of the product that allowed people 
who already had a Spigit innovation community to log in via 
their iPhone and post ideas, comment, vote and search. 



2007 –  2010 

Identity

Spigit: logo, site, collateral and cut sheet design

The goal with Spigit’s identity is to have a Web 2.0 look that 
implies the “evolution of innovation” tagline.  The knocked-out 
DNA strand on the green rectangle was chosen for the company 
logo and echoed in the product logos.  Spigit green is the 
primary color, balanced by light gray, with the occasional accent 
color of the product logo palette.  

Why “Spigit”?  At the time semi-words like flickr, tumblr, kijiji, 
squidoo were the trend for Web 2.0 companies.  Spigit refers to 
“Spigot”, like a tap of innovation opened up.  And the domain 
name was short and available.

InnovationSpigit

PredictionSpigit

WidgetSpigit

MobileSpigit

Spigit for SharePoint

(925) 297-2600                  info@spigit.com              http://www.spigit.com

Microsoft SharePoint is the leading collaboration 
platform in enterprises today, consistently ranked 
as the market leader. It is used as an internal 
employee-facing website, and as a knowledge 
management and collaboration application.

SharePoint team sites enable collaboration on 
projects, enabling multiple local environments 
across the enterprise. But they limit a company’s 

multiple sites.

Spigit for SharePoint provides a common location 

on ideas, across the enterprise.

Intuitive User Experience

provide feedback on others’ ideas, via Spigit’s Share-
Point web parts integration.

Analytics and Tracking

the movement of ideas. Analytics are also applied 
to peers’ feedback on employees’ contributions, 
assigning each a RepUrankTM. Users’ assessments 
of ideas are weighted by their RepUrank.

Track ideas from a portfolio perspective, with vis-
ibility by stage, category, location and community 
buzz.

Built for the Enterprise

based approvals and stage gate processes. Spigit, 
delivered via SaaS deployment, enables authentica-
tion via Active Directory and single sign-on.

Create the enterprise innova-• 
tion platform for employees 

-
rate on ideas

• 
and operational investments 
in your SharePoint platform

Identify the best ideas • 
through community interac-
tions, powerful analytics and 

Manage your innovation • 
portfolio with an enterprise-
wide view into ideas and 
activity

• 
platform allows organiza-
tions to easily represent their 
internal processes

Active Directory and single • 
sign-on provide a seamless 
user experience for employees

Spigit for Sharepoint: Employee-Driven Innovation

innovation evolved.

Shannon Burch
VP, Design

www.spigit.com

311 Ray Street
Pleasanton, CA 94566

phone: 773.750.2213
main: 925.297.2600
fax: 925.417.1002
shannon@spigit.com



2009

Identity

Exegy: logo, collateral and cut sheet design

Exegy (from exegesis, extracting information) focussed on 
the fast-forward symbol in the “X” to emphasize the speed of 
its hardware.  That element and the bold red/black color was 
carried through all collateral, including the actual proposed 
server hardware design, shown in the website later in this 
portfolio.   

www.exegy.com

www.exegy.com

Extreme Speed.  Extreme Insight.

Dear Mr. Whoever:

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Nulla sollicitudin, felis a gravida mollis, lectus 
justo aliquam augue, id vestibulum mi urna in dolor. In gravida tempor libero. Sed lobortis, eros vitae 
eleifend dictum, lectus enim lacinia neque, et cursus velit mauris id magna. Nam fringilla, mauris ut 
tincidunt sodales, est augue placerat nunc, a luctus tellus lectus a sem. In porta ante nonummy metus. 
Integer a diam at risus aliquam facilisis.

Donec convallis ullamcorper est. Cras nonummy consectetuer sem. Donec ipsum. Etiam malesuada. 
Vivamus auctor odio sit amet erat. Mauris blandit. Maecenas quis nisi a enim molestie pellentesque. 
Vivamus commodo purus et leo.

Praesent at est ultrices dolor volutpat blandit. In vel felis. Vestibulum sollicitudin cursus sapien. 
Curabitur magna risus, aliquam non, rhoncus suscipit, pharetra non, sem.

Sincerely,

Rod Arbaugh
COO

3668 South Geyer Road,  Suite 300    St. Louis, Missouri 63127   800.225.5657

Jeremy Nolle
Sales Engineer

direct  800.225.5657
cell   314.753.3021
main  212.232.2280
fax   212.269.8756
jnolle@exegy.com

Extreme Speed.  Extreme Insight.



2009, 2011

Logo, web and print

Logo, website and brochure design

DMI (Data Management, Inc) needed a website and brochure 
to highlight its medical billing services and position itself as 
a leading provider with the experience and resources to help 
healthcare professionals.

Lakeshore Capital Partners is a private investment partnership 
formed to acquire and operate a small to middle-market 
company with exceptional potential for growth. The new 
brochure and website were created to position it as an attractive 
and experienced choice for business owners looking to sell their 
company.

1100 W. Glen Ave #400,  Peoria, IL 61614  (309) 693-2636  info@dmimd.com   www.dmimd.com 

1100 W. Glen Ave #400,  Peoria, IL 61614  (309) 693-2636  info@dmimd.com   www.dmimd.com

Experience.
Technology.

Results.

Revenue cycle management solutions designed to meet the strategic business objectives of your practice

Lakeshore
Capital
Partners

Lakeshore Capital Partners is a private investment partnership formed to 
acquire and operate a small to middle-market company with exceptional 
potential for growth.

Copyright 2008 Lakeshore Capital Partners

Lakeshore Capital Partners
319 N. Grant St.  
Hinsdale, IL  60521 
773.255.0301
info@lakeshorecp.com 
www.lakeshorecp.com



2007 - 2009

Web design

Design and HTML/CSS for Altavest and Byrne 
Investments

Altavest has been an online futures and options brokerage for 
over 20 years. I redesigned their website to accommodate new 
features and data as well as update their look and call more 
attention to opening an account.

Byrne Investments is a commodity and options brokerage that 
wanted a site that positioned them as a stable and reliable 
brokerage alternative, despite their smaller size.



2002 – 2006

Data visualization and user 
interface - from 2002!
I’ve had an interest in data visualization and UX since I started 
working with web applications.  The styling on these is dated 
compared to today’s style, but it does show the length of my 
experience.

Design and HTML/CSS for Marketscreen and 
Tradescreens.com

The challenge here was to build a site for Marketscreen that 
organized a very large number of types of screens and improved 
the clunky and complex interface while maintaining all the 
screening options. The site was designed for easy co-branding 
for creating custom versions for clients.

Tradescreens.com was one such client, and I designed a new 
entry page as well as an intro tour.

Design and HTML/CSS for PCQuote.com

Large (1000+ pages) market data and data products website. 
Internet products and ad revenue accounted for $1.5 million/
year at its peak.  It was sold in 2003 to Money.net.



2013 - 20162005 - 2006

Print and collateral 

Banned Books Week Campaign, American Library 
Association

Sales increased 100% the first year and again the next year, and 
printing costs decreased 30% with this campaign. It included 
three posters, a t-shirt, button, bookmark, an ad slick, an eight-
page two and four color “shortlist” of banned books, and a four-
page full color wrap of American Libraries’ September issue.   



2013 - 20162010 - 2015

Fine Arts

Figure Studies in Acrylic

These are two to three hour studies.  Acrylic on canvas.

More can be found at http://www.flickr.com/photos/sburch/
sets/72157624248974943/ and http://www.flickr.com/photos/
sburch/sets/72157618607004495/(charcoal quick sketch).  
Warning: many of these are nudes!


